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Introduction 
In the twenties and thirties of this century some distinguished c1asses of commutative but 
nonassociative algebras， i.e. Bernstein昌1gebras，train algebras， genetic algebras and special train 
algebras， were introcuced by some authors who had researched algebraic models in theoretical 
population genetics. (Particularly in 1939 Etherington， I.M.H. showed that special train 
algebras model many concrete biological situations， cf. Worz-Busekros[1].) All these algebras 
are baric while they in general are not even power -associative and have not any unit element. 
A survey on the results about these algebras and thier background can be found in 
Worz-Busekros[1]， which will be used as a basic reference in the present paper. 
Our purpose is to show some properties about the structure of train algebras ( ~ 2. Theorem 
A)， which might contribute to c1assify train algebras of rank greater than -2， and to present a 
characterization of special train algebras (~3. Theorem B)， which is an analogy with a 
characterization of genetic algebras given by Holgate， P. in 1972. 
In ~ 1 we shall recall some relevant definitions al1d results from Worz-Busekros[1]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let IU be an n-dimensional commutative algebra 
over a field K， which need neith巴rbe power- where the symbolく!> means the linear span over 
associative nor have a unit element. In IU the pro回 K of al elements of !> for every subset !> of究1.
duct of more than two factors is not well defined An element a of IU is called nilpotent of index k 
by the factors and their ordering alone. The if ak 0 but ak-1 学 oand a subalgebra ¥B of羽
association of the factors must be specified. But is called nilpotent of index k if ¥Bk = {O} but ¥Bk-I 
we wil make no differences between left-and right-‘"* {O}. 
properties on products of factors in IU because IU Now following the notation of Worz-Busekros 
is commutative. [1]， we define the rank equation of an algebra IU. 
We define a special type of powers by induction Let F: 口 K(~h'''' ~n) be the field of rational func-
as following: tions in (associative and commutative) indeter-
Let a be an element of 匂 and¥B be a minates Ch"" Cn over K and let IUF: =司l@KF be 
subalgebra of司1.Then for al r in N(the natural the scalar extention of司1to the extention field F 
¥BI: =¥B， ¥Br+I:口 <(¥Br) ¥B> for al r in N， 
numbers)， of K. 
Then if we choose a fixed basis aj，.， an in IU， by 
means of the specialization ~i→αiEK， i=l，…， n， in。I:=a，ar什 := (ar)a( = a(ar) 
are called the principal powers of a. Similarly the 
principal powers of ¥B are defined by 
n 
the element x= 工 ~iai of IUF， we can 0むtainany 
n 
element a出工 αiaof IU. (x is called a generic ele-
???
ment of IU.) We consider polynomials in principal 
powers in one commutative indeterminate X which 
need not be associative， 
XO:=IEK， XI:=X， xr+I=X，X， for al r in N. 
n 
Definition 1. Let主需工15idtEqiFbe a gensric ele-
ment of IU. 
The normalized polynomial 
qx(X)出 X，十戸1(~I>'"ふ)X'-l 十…+sr-I (~I> ''''~n)X 
(1) 
with ß，(~I>'''， ~n) 巴F， i=l ， … ，r-l ， and without ab柳
solute term which anihilates x and has minimal 
degree is called the rank polynomial of司1.
The degree of qλis called the rank of IU. 
It is known that each coefficient si (主):出si(t;I>''，
t;n) of qx is homogeneous of degree i in the coeffi個
cients ~I>… ，t; n of x， i=ムー ，r-l，(cf.[I]， Theorem 
2.16) . 
Remark. It is known that the rank polynomial 
qx(X) of 司1coincides either to the minimal 
polynomial mx(X) of IU or to mxCX)X depending 
to IU has no unit elements or has a unit element 
and in the former case qx(X) divides the minimal 
polynomial mL(x) (X) of the linear transformation 
L (x) of IUF defined by L (x):需 xafor al aEIUF(cf. 
[1]， p.33). 
By definition we have the equation 
qx(x) =X'十戸1(X)xr-I十…+sr-I(X)X=O.
Definition 2. A commutative algebra IU is baric 
if it admits a non trivial algぬrahomomorphism 
ω:IU→K. The homomorphism ωis called the weight 
homomorphism. 
From th巴 algebra homomorphism theorem 
follows 
Proposition 1 ([1]， Theorem 1. 8). Let IU be an 
Fトdimensionalbaric algebra ov巴rK with weight 
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homomorphism 削. Then ~: = kerωis an (n…1)暢
dimensional ideal of IU and the quotient algebra 
IU/~ is isomorphic to the basic field K. 
Definition 3. Let勺 bea baric algebra with a 
weight homomorphism 札 IU is called a train 
algebra if the coefficients si (X) of the rank 
polynomial (1) of IU are functions of ω(X) only. 
In view of the above proposition， in a train 
algebra IU with a weight homomorphism 印 the
coefficients si (X) are constant multiples of the i-th 
powerωi(X) of the weight印(X)and thus the rank 
equation of司1has the form 
qx(主)出 X' +rl印(主)~-I+ r2ω2(主)主r-2+…
十rr-Iωr→(X)X=O，(2) 
where the constants ri are in the field F. In a 
train algebra勺 ofrank r al elements xEIU of 
weight 1 satisfy the equation 
X' + rlX'…l+r2.¥ヲー 2+...+r_1X=o. (3) 
In any extention field L of K which contains the 
splitting field of the polynomial 
p(x):=xr+目xr-l+r2X，パ十…十九 IX，
p (X) splits into linear factors 
p(X) =X(X-，1o) (Xー ん)…(X-，1r-J， (4) 
where the nonassociative products of factors in the 
right-hand side can be accomplished one by one in 
certain direction， e.g. from left to right (cf. [1)， 
pp.26-27). Without loss of generality we can 
assume that ，10 = 1 as p (I)出O.
Definition 4. Let IU be a train algebra with the 
rank equation (2) and let the polynomial p(X) 
split into linear factors in L;;'K as in (4). Then 
the elements Ao( = 1)， ，11>''''ん-2of L are called 
the principal train roots of IU. 
?
?
?
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Then qx(x) can be factorized as homomorphism ωsuch that the coefficients of the 
qx(x) =x(x-J.ow(x)) (xーん《υ(x))…(x…ん-2W(x)) . characteristic polynomial of any transformation 
(5) T=j(L(aJ)，…，L (a5)) E T(IU) are functions of ω(a，)…， 
The sense of products in the right-hand side is 
same as the one in (4). 
We remark that a train algebra has exactly one 
weight homomorphism (cf.[I]， CoroIlary 3.6). From 
(2) immediately foIlows 
Proposition 2. Let IU be a train algebra with the 
weight homomorphism ω:匂ー>K. Then every ele-
ment in 'iJe ker柑 isnilpotent of an index not 
greater than T. 
Let M(IU) be the algebra of aIl linear mappings 
of IU into itself. 
M(IU) is associative and isomorphic to the n2“ 
dimensional matrix algebra Mn (K) over K. Let 
T(IU) be the subalgebra of M(IU) generated by the 
identity transformation 1 and aIl linear transforma-
tions L (σ) of IU， so-called Oeft) transformations 
ω(as) only. 
(B) The extention algebra司lLof IU， where L is 
an algebraic extension of K， admits a basis co， C"・.，
Cm， coEIU， m: = n -1， such that the multiplication 
constants J.ijk EL defined by 
，??， ， ?，?• • • ，???? ????? ?，????????
? ?
??
??
? ?????
have the foIlowing properties 
0) J.側出 1，
(ji) J.併話ofor 0;玉k<j;壬m，
(ii) J.ijk = 0 for O~玉 k~玉 max (i，j) if i，j>0. 
Definition 5. A commutative algebra司1which 
satisfies one of the conditions (A) ， (B) stated 
above is caIled genetic. Such a basis Co， Cj，・，Cmof 
IUL as characterized in (B) ia caIled a canonical 
basis of IU over L. 
The multiplication constants J.柵(=1)， '¥011"'" 
corresponding to a defined for each aEIU by J.Omm with respect to a canonical basis CO，Cj，"'，Cm of 
an (m十1)ー dimensionalgenetic algebra IU over L 
L(a)x:口 axfor aIl x in 匂 areuni弓uelydetermined since it is shown that they 
are the characteristic roots of any transformation L 
(Generally speaking also right transformation (x) of IUL which is a natural extention of a 
R(a) can be defined by R(a)x:=xa but it coin- transformation L(x) of 1.1 corresponding to xEIU 
cides with L(a) in the commutative case.) with w(x) =l. 
The algebra T(IU) is called the transformation Definition 6. Let IU be a genetic algebra with a 
algebra of究1. Every transformation TET(IU) can canonical basis CO， Cj，・"，Cm over L ~K and the 
be represented in the form multiplication constants J.υ'k> i，j，k=O， l，.，m. Then 
T=j(L(a，)…，L (as))， IU. 
A棚(=1) ，AOII，"'， J.Omm are called the train roots of 
where j(L (a，)…，L(as)) denotes a linear combina- Proposition 4([1]， Theorem 3.10). Let IU be 
tion of the identity transformation and products of baric algebra. Then if IU is genetic， itis a train 
L (aJ)，.，L (asl corresponding to certain a"・ algebra.
a， EIU， I.e. j is a polynomial of s associative， norト
commutative indeterminates over K The principal train roots of genetic algebra IU 
are contained in the train roots of勺.
Proposition 3 ([1]， Theorem 3.13). Let IU be an The finite回dimensionalgenetic algebras form a proω 
n-dimensional commutative algebra over K. Then per subc1ass of the finite-dimensional train 
the foIlowing conditions are equivalent: algebras(cf.[I]， Theorem 3.21). 
(A) 究 is a るaric algebra with a weight It follows from Proposition 4 and Proposition 2 
? ?
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that if SU is baric with a weight homomorphism剖
and is genetic，決=kerw is a nilpotent ideal of究1. Since ωis an algebra homomorphism， we can 
The principal powers Wr of W， rEN， form a se- use the linearization process(cf. Osborn [2]) by ac-
quence of subalgebras of究1，but are not necessari- ting the operators o/ (y) ， 出 1，2，…， where i5/(y) 
ly ideals of札 hasthe effect of replacing each monomial in 
Definition 7. A baric algebra SU with a weight qx(x) =xr+rlω(x)xr-I +…+ rr_IWr-2(X)x 
homomorphism ωis called a special train algebra 
if W: =ker削 isnilpotent and the principal powers by the sum of al monomials that can be obtained 
沢rof W， rEN， are ideals of司1. from it by replacing i of x in the monomial by yE 
Proposition 6([1]， Theorem 3.28). Let勺 bea 
baric algebr昌. Then if SU is a special train algebra， 
it is genetic. 
The finite-dimensional train algebras form a pro-
per subclass of the finite-dimensional special train 
algebras(cf.[I]， Theorem 3.30). 
2. Decomposition of a train algebra. 
We consider the decomposition of a train 
algebra SU into the vector space direct sum of the 
eigen spaces belonging to the transformation L (e) 
of SU corresponding to an idempotent element e of 
SU. 
Let SU be a train algebra of rank r over a field K 
with weight homomorphism ωand let労:=Kerω.
We assume that究1has an idempotent element e， 
i.e. an element e学owith e e and that K is a 
field of characteristic 1= 2 with at least r elements 
究1.Then we can compute the resultant by using 
the familiar relations between the constants rj， 
j= 1，…， rーし in (6) and Ab k=O，…， r， in (7). 
For ex註mpleacting oxl(y) on .0+rlω(x)xl + r2w2(X) 
x2十rlω3(x)x=0(thecase r=4 for (6)) yields [2x(x 
(xy) )十x(x2y)+が'y]-(I十rl十r2)[剖(x){2x(xy) +x2y} 
十ω(y)x3]十2(ん+A2十んA2)[uP (x)xy十剖(x)ω(y)X2]-A1
A2[剖l(X)Y+3的 (x)2印 (y)x]= O. In the expression 
above putting x出 e，YEW，i.e.ω(y) =0， then we ob-
tain 
同 -A}) (L (e) -，lzl)同ーかy=O
for al YEW. 
Similarly in general we can obtain 
(仏L以仰叫(ωEω)一→A川 M 一斗Aんr-2IげJ一1山
for 在1 yE 宮涜況2ト. (伶8)
or向ん1)..(ω)-Ar-2I) (工ω-jhO例
and contains the splitting field of the characteristic From (8) follows 
polynomial of L(e). We denote the restriction of A1A2...Ar-2Y=0 if ey=O. 
L(e) to決 byL(e). 
Now let Also from (9) follows that the possible 
characteristic roots of the transformation L (e) of 
qx(x) =xr十rlω(x)xr-I+ r2ω2(X)xr-2+…+ W are AhA2'…，Ar-2 or 1/2 and then by means of 
r…1ωr-2(X)X=0 (6) Osborn [2]， Corollary 6.3， we have 
be the rank equation of SU and let ro( = 1)， Ah'''' Theorem A. Let SU be a train algebra of rank r 
Ar-2 be the principal train roots of SU. Then by 迄3over a field K of characteristic 1= 2 with at 
definition al elements x of SU satisfy least r elements. Suppose that SU has an idempoω 
tent element e and that K includes the splitting 
qx(x) =x(x一ω(x))(x-A1w (x))... (x-Ar-2剖 (x))= O. field of the characteristic polynomial of the 
(7) trarrsformation L (e). Let W be the kernel of the 
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weight homomorphism ωof司1and let ，1o( = 1)， ，11>"" algebras that corresponds to one of train algebras 
，1r-2 be the principal train roots of IU. stated in the above theorem， that is 
If none of J.I>''， ，1r-2 equal 112， then 
Theorem B. Let IU be a finite-dimensional baric 
IU=~①沢(ん)(Ð…@沢(ん2)(Ð~ (lI2)， algebra with a weight homomorphism α) over an 
algebraic closed field K of characteristic 0 and let 
where ~ :=<e)， ~(え):詔{yE~1(L(e)…J.;l)y口 O}，i=1，… T(司1) be the Lie algebra associated with the 
r-l and ~(1I2): 巴{Y E沢 I(L(e) lI2I)yロ O}. transformation algebra T(IU) of IU. Then the 
following statesments are equivalent: 
Remark. It is shown by Wortz必usekros[lJ， (i)司 isa special train algebra. 
Theorem 9.12， that a train algeむraIU over K of (i) T(IU)一isnilpotent and ~:ロ Ker剖 is nilpotent. 
characteristic *'2 of rank 3 with principal train 
roots ，10 = 1， J.1 = 0 isa Bernstein algebra that ad-
mits the vector space decomposition IU = ~ (0) 
Ø~(1I2) according to the above notation. 
Moreover such a Bernstain algebra is a Jordan 
algebra provided characteristic of K different from 
2，3，5 (cf. Miyamoto[3]， Theorem 5). From this 
point of view Theorem A seems to be a generaliza輸
tion of Wるrz-Busekros'stheorem to case of r;;:;3. 
Proof. As usual we identify each element of 
T(IU) - with its corresponding matrix respectively 
with respect to a fixed basis of IU. 
[ (i)ゆ(i)]. Let IU be a special train algebra. 
Then by Definition 7 ( >>1) ~ is nilpotent and the 
principal powers ~r of決，rEN， form a decending 
chain of ideals in究1such that ~ ~ ~2三… ~~r三
宮~r+1 = {O} for a suitable integer r. Then according 
to Worz-Busekros [1]， pp.56-58， we consider matrix 
representations of elements of T(IU)… with respect 
3. Characterization of special train algebras to a basis of IU chosen as the following: 
Let IU be a baric algebra with a weight Let an element Co of IU with剖(Co)= 1 be fixed 
homomorphism ωand let T(IU) be the transforma- and choose a basis Cl (1)，…，Ck¥(九..，Ct(r)，・.，Ck/r)of 
tion algebra of究1. Then the Li号 algebraT(IU) ~ such that Cl (1)，...， Ckl (t) E~1 一決 1+1 for 
associated with T(IU) is obtained by defining a 1= 1，2，…，r…1， where kQ:=dim 9'eI-dim ~I+l. Then 
new multiplication [x，y]:=xy-yx in the same veひ with respect to a basis CO， Cl (1)，... ，ck¥ (1)，..， 
tor space as T(IU). Cl (九.，Ck，戸)of IU the transformations correspon-
In 1972 Holgate， P. has given a characterization of ding to base elements are represented simultaneous-
genetic algebras. His result is restated in Worz- ly by matrices partitioned into blocks as following 
Busekros[l]， Theorem 3.22， in a slightly weakened L(c/!)) = 
form as following 
Theorem. Let IU be a baric algebra with a 
weight homomorphism W over an algebraic closed 
field K of characteristic 0 and let T(勺 bethe 
Lie algebra associated with the transformation 
algebra T(匂) of IU. Then the following 
statesments are equivalent: 
(i)究 isgenetic. 
(i) T(司1) is solvable and ~: = Ker剖 isnilpotent. 
We will give a characterization of special train 
- 17 
B∞ B01 …・ Bor
BIO B1 …・ B1r
B幻 Bn …・ B1r
。
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B坤 Br1 …・ Brr
for fixed 1， i (l;i，1話r，1 話 i~五 kl) ， where the type of 
each block is respectively， B∞:IXl， Bsu:ksx1， 
Bo': 1 X k" Bs，:ks X k， for s，1ロ 1，2，…，r，and Bpq are 
zero matrices for al p = 0，…，1-1， q=O，.， r and 
for al p， q such that 1;五p~五 q~五 r and 
L(co)詰
? ???? ?? ? ? ?
CIO CIl…・ C1r
???????????
??
?
?
C.坤 Crl … Cr。.~ ~ ~寸凹----，-ーーーーーーーーー .J
where the type of each block Cpq corresponds to 
the one of Bpq respectively， and Cpq are zero 
matrices for al p，q such that 0孟p<q<rand C，∞ 
=1. 
8ince K is algebraicaly closed， we can assume that 
(Miyamoto) 
matrices and L (co) is represented by a lower block 
triangular matrix such that its diagonal blocks have 
the form (10). 
80 any element of T(氾)- is represented by a 
lower block triangular matrix such that its diagonal 
blocks have the same form as (10). Therefore 
T(SU)一isnilpotent. 
[(i)c:;> (i)]. We assume that T(SU)一isnilpotent 
and 91 is nilpotent. 
Let Co be an element of SU with ω(co) = 1.Then 
買l=<co>CD91.
Now let To(SU) be the subalgebra of M(沢)， the 
algebra of al linear mappings of況 into itself， 
which consists of the restrictions T of al TET(勺)
to況 8inceT(司1)-is nilpotent， To(SU)一i.e.the 
Lie algebra associated with To(SU) ， also is a split 
nilpotent Lie algebra of linear transformations of 
沢. Hence we can apply the well-known 
theorem(cf. Jacobson [1]， Theorem 12) obtained 
by the combination of Lie's theorem with the 
weight-space decomposition theorem for a split 
with respect to the base 
CO，CI (I)，.. ，Ckl (I)，.. ，CI (r)，.. ，Ck/d are chosen so that nilpotent Lie algebra of linear transformations in a 
CI(l)十宮(1+1，…，Ck，(I)十決，+，
finiteωdimensional vector space over a field of 
characteristic O. The result is as following: 
91 = CDl:91叩， direct sum of weight spaces沢σr.J'
of 91'1況'+1，1= 1，…，r， the linear transformation L: the set of weights of 91 for ]っO(SU)-， and 
L(co) Q induced by L(co) in沢ゲ波川 arerepresented 
by lower triangular matrices of the form there exists呂 basisof 91 
a"・，ail，aij+iz，.，ai/，.，aij+ ・ +is~I"" aij+...+is' 
such that ai， +・叶j_j+ 1， .， ai，t +ーiH+i
j
are base of 
mり，j= 1，…， s， s:= Card (L)， ij: = dim (91.) with 
respect to which transformations TETo(SU)一inthe 
weight space 91り canbe represented simultaneously 
by lower triangular matrices with σj(T) as diagonal 
components. 
r 1. Let αpqr be multiplication constants of沢 d号fined
i' by 
α 
O O 
'0; 
* 
戸
O 
's 
S事 * 
T 
(10) 
where日，s，…，rare the characteristic roots of L (co)" 。内=2:αpqρ" (1豆r話I:=i，+…+is-I十is)
1= 1，.，r. 
Then with respect to a basis CO， CI(I)，..， Ckl (1) ，… Then since絞り areTo(匂)--suむmodules，
C，(r) ，…， Ck/r) L(c/Q))， i= 1，…， k" 1= 1，…， r， are (i) If ap吉沢町，aqE沢σk> jof=k， then αpqr=O for 
represented by nilpotent lower block triangular r= 1，.，1. 
-18-
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(i) If ap， aq E宮laj and i， +…+ij_， + 1話r~五 1，+…+
ij_， +む， then 日'pqr=Ofor al r<q and α'pqr= 
a/L(ap) for r=q. 
Moreover for nilpotency of沢 followsthat of 
L (ap) (cf. Schafer[5J， Theorem 2.4)， hence a/[(ap) 
ロ 0，i.e. 
(ii) If ap， aq EiR町， then日'pqr=O. 
According to (i)， (i)， (ii) we 0むtain
(iv) apaqεくaq+l'…，ail+...+i?if OqE¥ftqb 
from which directly follows that the principal 
powers沢rof iR， r E N， are ideals in IU. Thus by 
definition IU is a special train algebra. Q.E.D. 
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